
Configuration of  
‘Citizenship’  

with 
 PowerTeacher Pro



Existing Citizenship Codes
Go to District Setup > Citizenship Codes to view the current 
rubric used by teachers to score the Citizenship grade in 
PowerTeacher Gradebook



Create Grade Scale to 
match existing Citizenship 
Grade Scale.  If 
modifications to the 
existing configuration is 
desired this would be a 
good time to make 
adjustments.

Create New Citizenship Grade Scale
District Setup > Grade Scales and click ‘New’ to create the 
Citizenship Grade Scale



You are required to populate the legacy ‘Conversion Scale’, but if 
your district is only using the ‘Citizenship’ standard with 
PowerTeacher Pro then you can select any conversation scale as it 
will not apply.

Create New ‘Citizenship’ Standard

Add courses you would like to use the citizenship grade to apply.

Create the new ‘citizenship’ standard by 
going to District Setup > Standards > List 
Standards then click ‘Add’

Set the ‘Sort Order’ to 0 and ensure all other parent standard have a 
value higher than 0.  This will ensure the citizenship standard will 
be on the far right in the standards view for teachers.

If you would like teachers to add comments to the citizenship grade 
you can check the ‘Include Comments’ box and configure the ‘Max 
Length’ to restrict the comment length. 



Entering Citizenship Grade
Teacher will navigate to Grading > Standards and enter the 
grade and comment for each students’ Citizenship Grade.



Viewing Class Performance
Teacher can now use the ‘Standards Progress’ screen in 
Power Teacher Pro to see visually how their class(s) are doing 
with respect to Citizenship. 



Viewing Class Performance
Drilling down on Grade Distribution chart for the Citizenship 
Standard will display the performance of students marking 
period by marking period displaying students who are 
struggling on the top right.



Additional Benefits
Additional benefits of having the 
Citizenship grade setup as a 
‘Standard’. 

• Allows for sub-categories for 
citizenship allowing the overall grade 
to be calculated based upon the 
students performance on the sub-
categories. 

• Option to have an ‘overall’ citizenship 
grade to be calculated for a student 
based upon the grades entered by 
each teacher.




